North face charger backpack

I understand that it is my continuing responsibility to read and know its contents and abide by it
when making purchases both online and in store. I further understand that violation of this
policy may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including termination. Acceptance of the VF
Employee Discount policy is required to receive the discount on your purchases. If you do not
accept the policy, the employee discount will not be applied to purchases at this time; however
you will be prompted to review and accept the VF Employee Discount policy upon your next
sign in to this website. Please enter your email so we can alert you when the Kaban Charged
Backpack in is back in stock. We promise not to spam you. You will only be notified once. Keep
your devices charged and haul liter loads with the sleek Kaban Charged Backpack. This
thoughtfully designed pack features an integrated, chargeable power supply and a protective
15" laptop sleeve. A stand-up design makes it easy to access gear and it's crafted from same
indestructible material as our bombproof Basecamp Duffel. Kaban Charged Backpack. Please
select a size. Size and Fit Guide. Quantity Please enter valid quantity. Add to Cart. Find In-store.
Email Address. Notify Me Cancel. Description Keep your devices charged and haul liter loads
with the sleek Kaban Charged Backpack. Joey T3 Distance Alarm adds security and helps you
avoid leaving your bag behind. Joey T3 clock display is automatically set via Bluetooth and LED
task lighting illuminates the bag interior. Joey T3 is designed to meet the standards for air travel
and stays in your bag in the airport and in flight. Use My Location or. Related Searches. Borealis
Classic Backpack. Description: Stash your gear quickly and hit the road in our liter Borealis
Classic backpack that's constructed with a padded back and hip belt for all-day comfort. The
main compartment features a fleece-lined 15" laptop sleeve to protect and organize your View
Product. Our classic Jester pack received a modern update Description: Our classic Jester pack
received a modern update: it now has a padded laptop sleeve simplified organization and can
stand up completely unsupported. Oh and it also has a sought-after endorsement from the
American Chiropractic Association. Prophet Resistor Charged Backpack. This redesigned liter
charged pack features a D-door Description: This redesigned liter charged pack features a
D-door for easy access to a charging dashboard that houses a Joey T3 battery and
organizational pocket for your tablet and smart phone. I understand that it is my continuing
responsibility to read and know its contents and abide by it when making purchases both online
and in store. I further understand that violation of this policy may lead to disciplinary action, up
to and including termination. Acceptance of the VF Employee Discount policy is required to
receive the discount on your purchases. If you do not accept the policy, the employee discount
will not be applied to purchases at this time; however you will be prompted to review and accept
the VF Employee Discount policy upon your next sign in to this website. Please enter your email
so we can alert you when the Resistor Charged Backpack in is back in stock. We promise not to
spam you. You will only be notified once. This redesigned liter charged pack features a D-door
for easy access to a charging dashboard that houses a Joey T3 battery and organizational
pocket for your tablet and smart phone. New Design Resistor Charged Backpack. Please select
a size. Size and Fit Guide. Quantity Please enter valid quantity. Add to Cart. Find In-store. Email
Address. Notify Me Cancel. Description This redesigned liter charged pack features a D-door for
easy access to a charging dashboard that houses a Joey T3 battery and organizational pocket
for your tablet and smart phone. Joey T3 Distance Alarm adds security and helps you avoid
leaving your bag behind. Joey T3 clock display is automatically set via Bluetooth and LED task
lighting illuminates the bag interior. Joey T3 is designed to meet the standards for air travel and
stays in your bag in the airport and in flight. Use My Location or. Related Searches. Borealis
Classic Backpack. Description: Stash your gear quickly and hit the road in our liter Borealis
Classic backpack that's constructed with a padded back and hip belt for all-day comfort. The
main compartment features a fleece-lined 15" laptop sleeve to protect and organize your View
Product. Our classic Jester pack received a modern update Description: Our classic Jester pack
received a modern update: it now has a padded laptop sleeve simplified organization and can
stand up completely unsupported. Oh and it also has a sought-after endorsement from the
American Chiropractic Association. Kaban Charged Backpack. Keep your devices charged and
haul liter loads Description: Keep your devices charged and haul liter loads with the sleek
Kaban Charged Backpack. This thoughtfully designed pack features an integrated chargeable
power supply and a protective 15" laptop sleeve. A stand-up design makes it easy to access
gear and Kaban Backpack. Haul liter loads with this sleek pack that's Description: Haul liter
loads with this sleek pack that's designed with a protective 15" laptop sleeve and reflectivity for
maximum visibility during low light commutes. This minimal design stands up on its own for
easy access to gear and is crafted I understand that it is my continuing responsibility to read
and know its contents and abide by it when making purchases both online and in store. I further
understand that violation of this policy may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination. Acceptance of the VF Employee Discount policy is required to receive the discount

on your purchases. If you do not accept the policy, the employee discount will not be applied to
purchases at this time; however you will be prompted to review and accept the VF Employee
Discount policy upon your next sign in to this website. Please enter your email so we can alert
you when the Surge Backpack in is back in stock. We promise not to spam you. You will only be
notified once. New Arrivals Surge Backpack. Please select a size. Size and Fit Guide. Quantity
Please enter valid quantity. Add to Cart. Find In-store. Email Address. Notify Me Cancel.
Description With a liter volume, the Surge backpack has more than enough room to
accommodate your daily office carry. It also has a sleek, tech-inspired design and a coveted
endorsement from the American Chiropractic Association. External, fleece-lined pocket for
sunglasses or electronics Front compartment has internal organization with a fleece-lined
media pocket, secure zippered pocket and elastic webbing for cord management Comfortable
padded top handle Sternum strap with whistle buckle Removable waist belt Women-specific
version available. Use My Location or. Related Searches. Borealis Classic Backpack.
Description: Stash your gear quickly and hit the road in our liter Borealis Classic backpack
that's constructed with a padded back and hip belt for all-day comfort. The main compartment
features a fleece-lined 15" laptop sleeve to protect and organize your View Product. Kaban
Charged Backpack. Keep your devices charged and haul liter loads Description: Keep your
devices charged and haul liter loads with the sleek Kaban Charged Backpack. This thoughtfully
designed pack features an integrated chargeable power supply and a protective 15" laptop
sleeve. A stand-up design makes it easy to access gear and Kaban Backpack. Haul liter loads
with this sleek pack that's Description: Haul liter loads with this sleek pack that's designed with
a protective 15" laptop sleeve and reflectivity for maximum visibility during low light commutes.
This minimal design stands up on its own for easy access to gear and is crafted Prophet Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Varies
for items shipped from an international location. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new
window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Start of
add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 03, PST. Shipping
help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing
depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details,
or visit eBay's page on international trade. Seller's other items. Sponsored items from this
seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. The north face borealis tnf
black zaino new skate tempo libero. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item
specifics Condition: Pre-owned: An item that has been used or worn previously. See all
condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Item Title.
About Us. International Buyers - Please Note:. These charges are the buyer's responsibility.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Pre-owned.
Ended: Feb 03, PST. Sellers declare the item's customs value and must comply with customs
declaration laws. As the buyer, you should be aware of possible: - delays from customs
inspection. Item location: Japan, Japan. Seller: rasukichi 95 Seller's other items. Pre-owned: An
item that has been used or worn previously. Payment We only accept PayPal payments. Please
pay within 5 days after auction is finished. About Us We are located in Japan. It's our pleasure
to make you happy by proposing our recommend item. If you have any questions or request
about items, please feel free to ask us. International Buyers - Please Note: -Import duties, taxes,
and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges. Stories from real people
who are blending the outdoors with the everyday, the latest information about gear we love,
advice to get you into a new activity or take your passion to the next level, and trip reports to
help you plan your next adventure. Sign In Invalid email or password. Please try again. Email
Please enter a valid email address. Password Show password. Remember me. Or sign in with:.
Create Account close. Full Name You must enter a display name. When you create an account,
you agree to our Terms of Use and consent to our Privacy Policy. New Arrivals. On Sale.
Backcountry Stories Stories from real people who are blending the outdoors with the everyday,
the latest information about gear we love, advice to get you into a new activity or take your

passion to the next level, and trip reports to help you plan your next adventure. See All Stories.
Community Gearheads Events. Filters Results Sort. Age Age infants toddlers youth adult.
Gender Gender female male unisex. Colors Colors beige black blue brown gray green orange
pink purple red white yellow. Hood Hood No Yes. Gearhead Pick. More Filters. Product results.
The North Face Mountain Sweatshirt 3. The North Face Logo Scarf. Highest Rated. Lowest Price.
Highest Price. Percent Off. Do you want to replace your old torn bag with the brand new one
that will last longer than before and are of good quality and that too at a good price? Then here
we have got the collection of the top 15 the North Face backpacks that will work miracles for
you. Here is the top quality backpack from the North Face for you. It is the classic 28L backpack
that has been updated with their pockets that are easy to use the front elastic bungee system,
and the overhauled suspension system. It is built with the flex vent technology that features a
flexible yoke. It is very comfortable and well-ventilated. Its total organization is good enough
and has many spaces for the luggage and small pockets too to carry small items like the
chargers. This backpack is just perfect for you if you are a woman and have a lot of things to
carry. It is made up of polyester and nylon is made in the USA or imported. The sleek design of
this makes it look so much good. It is a very comfortable backpack for you and has got many
pockets and much space for keeping all the required things in it safely and much separately too.
It has been specifically made for women. This backpack from the North Face has a zipper
closure and this unique 30L backpack has been updated. This backpack is also very
comfortable to carry around and you will love to use it while you go for travel as it also has
many compartments. It has a total volume of 30 liters and you can use it for the school purpose
too. It has reflective details that will help you to stand out in the crowd. This backpack is made
up of polyester and has a zipper closure and its The padded laptop sleeve makes it safe to put
your laptop in it and will save it from bumps and falls. It has a large main compartment that will
be enough for the books and the binders. The front compartment of this with the internal
organization features the pen slot, an extra padded tablet sleeve, and also has zip pockets that
are much secure to use. It has a reflective bike-light loop, shoulder-strap webbing, and the
water bottle tabs help to make degrees of the reflectively so that you can see properly in dim
light too. It is very comfortable. You can carry all your stuff in this backpack like the water
bottle, and other things. The shoulder straps are women-specific plus the padded laptop sleeve
that is in the main compartment is very protective for your laptop. There are many other
additional spaces in the bag like the tablet sleeve, an extra securely zipped pockets laptop
sleeve, and also a pendolier. This is an incredible bag is made up of polyester and is imported.
The internal mesh is constructed to hold up lunch tickets. This specifically builds or the youth
and so the shoulder straps are easy to use stratum straps. The front mesh drop pocket is very
convenient to store your things in it. You can use it for school, play, or work and this is a very
durable plus versatile backpack. The large main compartment of this can hold 9. This is a great
zipper closure bag for you. It has the flex vent suspension system that features yoke built that is
flexible. In the fundamental compartment, you get the cushioned sleeve that shields your things
from knocks and falls. There is a large spacious main compartment where you can keep the
books and the binders. It has a reflective bike-light loop, shoulder straps webbing that makes
degree reflectivity, and has the water bottle tabs. It also has an updated mesh back panel that is
very comfortable plus t highly breathable lumbar panel is also good. There is a laptop sleeve in
the main compartment that will protect the laptop and other things kept in it. There is a big main
compartment for the books and the binders. Here comes a perfect backpack from the North
Face for the active outdoorsmen. This is designed such that is it very comfortable and
lightweight and carrying things in it is very easy. It has got several external pockets plus
internal secure pockets. Now you can stash in all of your stuff in this backpack and carry it
everywhere comfortably. The mesh back panel is very feature of this that allows breathability
and keeps you dry and cool while you are on hiking or climbing. This is a 31L backpack that has
been updated. It is for professionals plus has a tech-inspired design so that the electronics
could be properly organized and you can enjoy your journey. It has a great compartment for the
laptop that is protective. It is also built as the flex vent technology which relaxes your
shoulders. This backpack has two Tekserve fabric pockets in which you can keep your things
safe and secure. In the front pocket, there is an additional padded sleeve for the tablet, webbing,
and zip pockets too. You can easily carry this to school, travel, or commutating. Here comes a
great bag for you to use for school purposes. Its price is also affordable and the look is also
great. It also has a flex vent suspension system that makes it very comfortable to carry around.
It has the wicking lumbar panel that provides maximum support pus ventilation. It also has a
fleece-lined compartment for a laptop. In the main compartment, there is an internal
organization that comes with a fleece-lined pocket for media that comes with an ejector tab so
that you can have easy access to it and it also comes with secure zip pockets. Here s another

great backpack for women by the North Face. Its price is also good enough and is made up of D
polyester. It is specifically designed for women so that the back panel and the shoulder straps
are comfortable for them. It has a breathable mesh that makes it much better. It also has got
some hidden, zippered pockets. This is a great laptop bag for you that is not just comfortable
but also stylish. It comes with a flex vent system that makes it comfortable to carry where ever
you desire to. It comes with a spine channel dedicated compartment for a laptop. In the PC
compartment, there is an ejector handle with the goal that you can lift the PC out of the pocket.
It also has a two-sided water bottle. Here is an awesome backpack for you that has great
capacity and the looks of it are also great. It has a zipper closure and the flex vent makes it
better as you can comfortably carry it everywhere. There is a laptop sleeve in the main
compartment and it protects the laptop from falls and bumps. In the top lid, there is internal and
external zip that is secure and the loose pockets are also there to carry the loose items. This is
a perfect backpack for hiking purposes. It is a premium fully featured backpack that can hold up
to 85 liters of a load. It is also has a dedicated compartment for a sleeping bag. It has many
pockets to keeps them separate in it. So here were the top 15 backpacks from the North Face
specifically for school, traveling, women, and other things too. Your email address will not be
published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
The North Face Borealis backpack 2. The North Face women Borealis backpack 3. The North
Face recon backpack 4. The North Face jester backpack 5. The North Face youth recon squash
backpack 7. The North Face pivoter backpack 8. The North Face ruck 37L laptop backpack 9.
The North Face surge backpack The North Face kabyte backpack laptop school bag The North
Face women isabella laptop backpack The North Face Kaban laptop backpack The North Face
lineage rucksack backpack 37L The North Face fovero 85 hiking backpack More from my site.
Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Because the
charging backpack has a USB port. This is my 3 top picks. With it, you can quickly pass the
airport security without taking your computer out of your backpack. This is because you can
unfold the USB charging backpack degrees and then put the laptop flat into it. In this
TSA-friendly way, it allows the security inspector to scan each part of the bag without opening it
up. There is a Charger port on the side of the backpack. In addition, the backpack has multiple
compartments, padded, allowing you to put your laptop and other things neatly. Large capacity
of 45L allows you to put 13, Moreover, it is waterproof. First, it has a separate compartment that
can hold up to a Additionally, there are anti-theft pockets on the back, you can put your
important things like credit cards in this hidden place. Moreover, it is very durable. Durable
polyester fabrics and metal zippers are not subject to wear or tear. Third, perhaps you are
looking for a backpack with charger built in for college students or work folks. Then, Mancro
Laptop Backpack is perfect for you. Reasonable material â€” waterproof and lightweight;
Perfect size â€” pocket for a Thus, no one can steal your belongings secretly. But what does
this mean? For example, after you have finished charging your iPad while walking, you can put
your device in your backpack, and then listen to music through the external Headphone
Interface on your backpack. Are you worried that the thief can open the laptop charging
backpack without you notice it? The configured lock and metal zipper are very strong and
reliable. This is a stylish vintage backpack with cell phone charger. Miss Fong Leather Diaper
Bag Backpack is more suitable for everyday shopping than for travel or outdoor. As you can
see from the picture, its capacity is smaller than the above bags, although it has a double zipper
compartment, a padded laptop case, and several other pockets. The fabric is fine, waterproof,
durable PU leather. Take a look at Vancropak Backpack , which is perfect for campus or
workplace because it is simple, stylish, waterproof and lightweight. One more thing to know
about this backpack with charging port: there are 2 sizes to choose from: featured for They can
make your things like keys, cables, umbrellas more organized so you can easily find what you
need. If you are thinking about buying an electronic charging backpack for a kid who is in high
school or middle school, you may need a small and cute option. But its capacity is not small.
With 8 pockets in total and you can even put a 15 inches laptop in it. Further, the outer material
of the backpack is made of lightweight canvas and the lining is polyester. Hence, washing the
backpack is a very easy task. Machine washable. Is there a unique charging bookbag for teen
boys? Of course! Suppose it absorbs light for 20 minutes during the day, it can keep up to 6
hours of illumination at night. That surprises me. Next, the other features I appreciate are
WIDEN S-shaped shoulder strap, anti-theft password lock, double-pass zipper, suitable for
However, the downside you need to be aware of is that it is not suitable for children 12 years of
age and younger. To be honest, many girls have no resistance to the color â€” baby pink.
Because it is so cute. The size is A Set thing always looks more appealing. And this mint green
is really perfect. Also, both bags are made of high-density canvas for durability. Although it is
designed for teenagers, this backpack with USB charger also provides an external USB

charging port and a headphone port. After all, teens use iPhone, iPad, Android devices as well.
This backpack with phone charger is the smallest one in our list So, if you need something
small and nice, check out the Moderner Vintage Laptop Backpack. In total, there 6
compartments and the largest one can fit into a Further, the backpack made of high-quality D
nylon fabric is very lightweight. And an external USB charging port and a fixed charging cable
are placed on the fabric. However, if you do, skip to the next one. In case you are strong and
love long-distance travel, what you need you is â€” Ytonet Large Travel Backpack. Up to 50L
capacity! At the same time, this feature is also the reason that eliminates it from my top picks.
Because I doubt that I can walk with such a huge backpack. Yes; built-in cable? Sure; external
USB charging port? Yes; external headphone hole? Of course; waterproof material? You still
would like a big backpack with a built-in charger when the budget is tight. Is it whimsical? No,
not at all! But please forgive it does not support Apple devices. Need iPhone charging
backpack? Check the above high-tech backpacks. Waterproof Since there is a mobile power
supply inside the backpack, the weatherproof material is necessary. Secondly, if the portable
charger backpack is mainly used during outdoor travel, the material should be strong and
wear-resistant. Lightweight If you need to carry a backpack for hours, even 10 grams can make
a difference. Thus, pay attention to the weight of the charging bag itself when choosing. Thank
you very much for reading until the end of the article. I hope that the sentences I wrote will
really help you know more about a backpack with charger. Whether you are looking for the best
charging backpack for airplane travel, short trips, outdoor workouts, daily commutes or school,
you can find the information you should care about in this article. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip to main content of results for "north
face laptop backpack". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. Amazon Fashion. New Arrivals. Luggage Material. International Shipping. Price and
other details may vary based on size and color. The North Face Borealis Backpack. Get it as
soon as Fri, Feb Only 1 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. The North Face Jester
Backpack. Lowest price in 30 days. The North Face Surge Backpack. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar
2. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"cheap-north-face-backpacks". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. Amazon Fashion. New Arrivals. Luggage Material. International Shipping.
Amazon Global Store. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. FREE Shipping.
Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 1
left in stock - order soon. The North Face Recon Backpack. The North Face Flyweight Rolltop.
Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to
filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Carry your helmet in the stretch-front
stash pocket for hands-free convenience at your destination. Skip to main content. To buy,
select Size Choose from options to the left. Add to Cart. Visit the The North Face Store. The
North Face. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. The
North Face Surge Backpack. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. The

North Face Borealis Backpack. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product details Package Dimensions : See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. My previous recon was better in every way. I'll
keep it since I was less happy with the borealis. Update: I hate it more and more everyday. I can
barely squeeze standard sized water bottles in the holders, let alone get them back out and the
worst part is that I can't even put a sandwich in the main compartment without it getting
crushed. This should only be bought to carry a laptop and 2 snickers bars. Uncomfortable,
poorly designed, and hard. I didn't realize that Northface decided to deFace their products by
going cheap on the material. They used to use higher quality nylon for the older models, but
with this year's model, it uses cheaper, weaker polyester. Not only is the material worse, but the
overall design is quite horrible. The back of the backpack feels pretty awful, with a big stiff
board inside the backing of the bag. I really don't get what the point of this, other than
bulletproofing for military use. It's not something that's just going to like get "broken into" like
shoes, but it's a really uncomfortable hard feeling on your back, all the time. The backpack's
straps are placed narrowly and too close together for most normal sized dudes. I'm a pretty
average sized person with average sized shoulders, and i still felt like the straps were just not a
good fit over my shoulders. The last issue is that the shape of the backpack is pretty peculiar.
The bottom is not flat, and it is rounded towards the middle of the back. You cannot sit this
thing upright by itself, you'll always have to hold onto it to take something out, otherwise it'll
just fall. All in all, northface just kind of blew it with this year's model of the Recon. I would
probably recommend any other brand to be honest, like Osprey or even Chrome. Verified
Purchase. I loved North Face Surge backpack, it lasted for years and got this one as
replacement. What a mistake, the backpack, regardless of what is inside will never sit on the
bottom, it always falls forward. The stiff back plate stretches too much to the bottom and when
placed on the floor, it causes it to loose balance and flip. I understand why they designed it this
way to protect the laptop, but it's a major flaw. One of the photos of the backpack is deceiving,
it looks as if it would stand flat, but does not Take the time to read and if you have questions
shoot!! Anybody that complains about this backpack will probably complain about a lot of other
things in their life as well. This is such a well made diverse backpack that I use for work,
traveling, camping, hiking and so much more. It's absolutely amazing, not too big, not too small.
The back is sturdy, which is great, because I carry a laptop in the furthest back spot, almost
everyday for work. I absolutely love it. There's a bunch of compartmental spots in the front
pocket, as well as a specific pocket that's fleece for sunglasses, so they won't scratch. If you're
looking for a well made, easy to love backpack then this is the one for you. The last NF Recon
backpack I purchased was about 10 years ago. I never had purchased a backpack for that much
before but it was worth it! This backpack is the replacement and after using it daily I can tell this
new one will last another 10 years. The straps are very comfortable and well padded. These
main straps are stitched well and can handle a heavy load easily kg. The chest straps fits well
and helps lighten the load. The new laptop pocket is well padded and easy to access. The main
pouch does seem a little smaller on this one but once you learn how to maximize the packing it
is ok. The outer back exterior pocket and side pockets can hold drinks and other supplies
easily. I remember seeing a review somewhere about the annoying lip on the bottom I think it
was another website but in a rain storm this lip keeps the bottom of your bag off the wet
ground. Overall, another quality backpack by North Face that is built to last I purchased this bag
primarily for travel, my previous bag was a vintage REI Trail I chose this bag based on capacity
and organized pocket storage. The Pros: I like the size and shape of most of the zippered
pockets and the zippers are rugged with pulls that are easy to grasp even with cold, wet, or
gloved hands. The larger compartments easily accommodate my laptop, iPad, and power
supply. The Cons: The configuration of the bag makes it hard to stow or set down. With all the
zippered storage pockets at the top of the bag it makes the bag top heavy ant tippy if you take
the bag of and set it down. This arrangement also makes it harder to get anything in and out of
the bottom rear pocket with the elastic band and nylon straps. If Northface wanted to fix this
they could swap the top and bottom storage pockets. By Consumer on September 27, Images in
this review. I really like the tough construction and no frills. I'm ex-Mil and the color is badass
Fir Green Camo. It holds a ton of gear with no fuss. Plenty of inside pockets for small items and
a zippered soft interior sunglass case right on top. Laptop sleeve fits a Macbook Air 13" or ipad
perfect. Generous water bottle pockets on both sides. Not to big and not too small. Just the

right size for most outings or overnight excursions. The bag fits nice under an airline seat in
front of your feet. This bag has it all! From tightly woven fabric to reinforced clips. All that and
then some, I would take it to bed with me but my wife would kill me. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. The bag is fine, but I found a part of a used Refresher packet in the front
compartment. Would appreciate some feedback on this. Feels built like a tank, though only time
will show. Big plus and the main reason why got it is a firm back panel which means protection
for your laptop. If you don't have a chance to try in hand then know that with any reasonable
pressure sideways the back panel will not fold. While it will bend vertically to an extend which is
what I'd call perfect amount of stiffness. The cheaper packs from tnf don't have that. Another
big advantage is versatility, got back ventilation, hip and chest strap, and solid built Will be ok
even on day hikes when you need sth for hours on your back. If you want one pack for
everything this is a good option. Downside is it's a bit heavy.. I hope that helps. It doesn't feel
nice and not comfortable to use and carry. Main problem was how what was inside felt
compressed, I felt like it's the content that holds the shape of it not the bag itself. That's a
problem because what's inside then pushes against the laptop which is then not protected
structurally. It's safe from side knocks because of the back panel not not against content from
within the bag. I couldn't get used to the big straps either. And the bag feels smaller than
advertised size. But my main problem was faulty design. Bag panel is kind of tough but material
that is used to stiffen it is thin and forms thin sharp edge on the bottom that has got the fabric
wrapped around it tightly. What it means is that these spots on the bottom edge get worn out
too quickly and create holes. Just from simply putting the bag down. Mine started developing
tears after 2 months of light use and was matter of weeks before fabric would rip completely
and back stiffener come out. That's having rest of the bag intact. Without any signs of wear.
That's a big construction flaw in my eyes and bad design. Overall I got impression that is
designed to look cool and attractive but without thought and engineering substance. Quite the
opposite what I expected and what I get when I use Fjalraven bag. So often I pick it up and
wonder how well thought out and engineered it is. And how practical and good it feels to use.
I've had better products since those from Millican best for carry comfort-hikes, and laptop
protection and Fjalraven raven28, for organisation, laptop and around town ,Ogio alpha , very
practical and convenient. I have since bought this back in Blue and Black and to be fair, it's so
much different, it fits perfect, and is exactly the right weight before filling it! The only downside,
is it's water resistant ability. It is waterproof but I have done some tests in the shower etc and to
be honest, with a laptop in the bag some water will get through the zips if it's for a long period,
so I would recommend if you were going hiking with this bag, to buy a bag cover to put over it
during the hike so that the rain falls off of the bag cover and does not touch the actual bag.
Please be aware of this because this could be costly in the long run especially if you have a
valuable laptop in the compartment such as Razer, Apple or any other fancy laptop makes.
Report abuse. Great bag. Loads of pockets perfectly suited for their purpose. Ever so slightly
smaller than expected and rounded bottom is actually quite annoying. Overall a very robust and
good looking bag. I would buy it again. Very robust materials. They're are hard to get now, not
sure if NF have discontinued them? That would be a shame as they are excellent in design and
delivery. The functionality is well thought out, the quality is upper tier as you'd expect from NF
and for the price. It does all I wanted and does it very well. You get what you pay for. Perfect for
a 2 or 3-night stay, I carry 2 laptops, which have easy access to them when travelling without
showing fellow travellers your underpants Great main space for bathroom stuff, clothes and
trainers, great external pockets for umbrella, cold drink and the extra pouch for your reusable
hot drink cup They've thought
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of everything I need and I'm delighted with it. More to consider from our brands. Extra Large
Backpack for Men, Amazon Basics Tuck Active Backpack. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life.

